Biological sequences and structures have been modelled using various machine learning techniques and abstract mathematical concepts. This article surveys methods using Hidden Markov Model and functional grammars for this purpose. We provide a formal introduction to Hidden Markov Model and grammars, stressing on a comprehensive mathematical description of the methods and their natural continuity. The basic algorithms and their application to analyzing biological sequences and modelling structures of bio-molecules like proteins and nucleic acids are discussed. A comparison of the different approaches is discussed, and possible areas of work and problems are highlighted. Related databases and softwares, available on the internet, are also mentioned.
Introduction
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a very important methodology for modelling protein structures and sequence analysis. 28 It mostly involves local interaction modelling. Functional grammars provide another important technique typically used for modelling non-local interactions, as in nucleic acids. 71 Higher order grammars, like Graph grammars, have also been applied to biological problems mostly to model cellular and filamentous structures. 25 Other mathematical structures like knots, geometric curves and categories have been used to model DNA, protein and cell structures. 25, 33 Another important area of research in this domain has been the formulation of algorithms mostly based on Dynamic programming.
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The complexity analysis of the problems have also been done, and an important class of problems have been shown to be NP hard. Most algorithms for structure determination are computationally very much intensive, and their porting to massively parallel systems and supercomputers is also an active area of study.
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The present article concentrates on providing a review and a tutorial involving two areas, viz., HMM's and Functional grammars. We assume necessary molecular biology background and focus on the mathematical foundation of the formalisms. Attempt is made to provide a comprehensive survey of the field, with relevant reference to applications in the biological domain. The readership that we aim to target in this article consists of biologists and bioinformaticians who are looking for the necessary mathematical background and an introduction to the various modelling techniques so that they can bridge the gap between introductory articles 13 and highly technical expositions. 47 We will mainly focus on the mathematical aspects of the problem in this tutorial and will try to look at the biological problems from an analytical perspective. We have tried to provide easy explanation and relevant biological examples at each stage wherever possible, while including an exhaustive reference on applications of HMM and functional grammars to biological problems. However, due to space limitation, we do not discuss the methodologies or the models in further detail. Our principal focus in this paper, therefore, is on the algorithms and the structure of the mathematical representation of the problem domain. This paper is divided into two major parts. While Secs. 2-6 deal with HMM, the Secs. 7-11 are concerned with grammar. Section 2 provides a summary of the necessary mathematical results from probability theory from the viewpoint of computational biology. Section 3 attempts to give a concise mathematical introduction to HMM, and discusses possible extensions to the model. Section 4 discusses in concise form the algorithms widely used for HMMs, viz., Expectation Maximization, Viterbi and Forward Backward. Section 5 surveys applications in computational biology, using HMMs, involving sequences and structures. Section 6 provides an introduction to the tools based on the discussed algorithms, and their target biological databases. Section 7 attempts to give a concise mathematical introduction to grammars, and Stochastic Context Free Grammar SCFG in particular. Section 8 compares HMM to SCFG, and discusses how HMMs can be shown as a special case of regular stochastic grammars and functional grammars. Section 9 discusses in concise form the widely used and generalized algorithms for SCFG, like Inside Outside and Cocke Younger Kasami. Section 10 surveys applications in computational biology, using SCFG, particularly involving sequences and structure of RNA. Section 11 provides an introduction to tools based on the discussed algorithms and the RNA databases. Finally, Sec. 12 concludes the article.
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Basics of Probability
In this section we provide important results and concepts from probability theory, and language grammar that will be used throughout this paper. We assume that the reader has the necessary background in molecular biology.
56
Let us list the necessary nomenclature and mathematical results of probability calculus that are needed for a study of HMM. We will discuss mainly results from probability theory and language grammar from a computational biology perspective. The detailed analysis of probability theory can be found in the literature.
22,32
We will follow the notations by Koski, 47 as this monograph gives the details of the mathematical formalism of HMM from a computational biology perspective. Random variables are the building blocks in probability theory, assuming values from an alphabet set or state space. In biology, proteins are represented in terms of the twenty amino acids, while deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) [ribonucleic acid (RNA) 
] is decoded in terms of four nucleotides adenine (A), cytosine (C), thymine (T) [uracil (U)] and guanine (G). In this terminology, let S be an alphabet set (S = A, C, T, G), with X being a random variable taking values in S.
Values taken up by X are generally denoted by x i and the probability of the event is denoted as f X (x i ) = P (X = x i ). The whole sequence probability is often denoted as f X = (f X (x 1 ), f X (x 2 ), f X (x i ), . . . , f X (x L )), where L is the length of the sequence. The boundary conditions on this probability function are f X (x i ) ≥ 0 and i=L i=0 f X (x i ) = 1. The notation is subsequently simplified to f (x i ) to eliminate clutter.
Probability of more than one event occurring simultaneously is determined by a joint probability distribution, denoted as f X,Y (x i , y j ) = P (X = x i , Y = y j ), and can be easily extended to n events. Conditional probability distribution gives the probability of an event with respect to another, and is defined as
If X and Y are independent random variables, then we have
Bayes' theorem is another fundamental result, which relates posterior and prior probabilities of events. It provides a probability of the cause on the basis of the observed effect, and is expressed as
Kullback distance is an important measure for comparison of probability distributions f and g, and is expressed as
where 0 × log
It can be thought of as the relative distance between two distributions, but it is not a true metric since it is not symmetric and does not satisfy the triangle inequality. It does not obey the axioms of a metric, viz.,
Kullback distance is essentially a divergence measure of distributions, and is used to measure the log likelihood ratios at DNA splice sites. So if distribution f corresponds to a splice site, and g corresponds to background, then D(f |g) is the average value in the log likelihood ratio when at a splice site. This can be used as a measure of the effectiveness of the log likelihood ratio. We will be using this measure in case of EM algorithms in Sec. 4.1.
Hidden Markov Model
An HMM is a powerful statistical technique for modelling signals and sources, and was developed as a part of stochastic calculus. It can also be viewed as a connected graph, with weighted edges representing state transition probabilities and the nodes representing states. Baum et al. [8] [9] [10] were mostly involved in developing the theory of HMM's. One of the earliest and widely reported applications of HMM was in speech recognition problems. 65 Application of HMM's has been found to be very suitable for a wide range of computational biology problems. 6 We discuss these in detail in Sec. 5. A biological sequence is represented as transitions of states in an HMM. Here each state corresponds to a certain biological context like exon and intron, and emits a symbol such as a nucleotide or an amino acid. We observe the symbols without knowing which state emitted them. A state has two kinds of parameters, viz., (i) a symbol emission probability which describes the probabilities of the possible outputs from the state, and (ii) a state transition probability which specifies the probability of moving to a new state from the current one. Starting at some initial state, the transitions generate an observed sequence of symbols while moving probabilistically from one state to another until some terminal state is reached, and also emit observable symbols from each state traversed. A sequence of states is represented as a first order Markov Chain. However, because the state sequences are being hidden here, with only the sequence of emitted symbols being observable to the outside world, we term it a Hidden Markov Model. The parameters of the HMM are generally learned from training sequences by means of the maximum likelihood or maximum a posterior method to find the model that best fit.
Markov Chain is a stochastic model based on nearest neighbor interactions. It assumes that the state at any instant of time is determined through a local correlation, such that any stochastic event in the chain is determined by the immediate past and does not depend on the whole chain path. The theory of Markov Chains was known in the mathematics community for quite a long time in the form of Random Walks. 23 
This expression states that the probability of a random variable assuming a particular value, given that the other preceding variables have picked up a given set of values, is dependent solely on the last immediate event and not on the whole set. This is called the Markov property. For example, let us consider a DNA sequence consisting of nucleotides A, C, T, G. Suppose it has already been decoded upto the 100th nucleotide and the 100th element is A. Then the probability that the 101th nucleotide will also be an A is dependent only on the value picked up by the 100th nucleotide, and it is not necessary to consider the values of the other 99 nucleotides. This is a stochastic nearest neighbor interaction model. It is obvious that this sort of model maps local interactions and local dependency, and trivially global dependency if that is a constant. Most linear situations can be modelled using Markov Chains. The only parameter of interest here is the transition probability of states, and if this is stationary then it is called a homogenous Markov Chain. The transition matrix is essentially stochastic.
The HMM literature is very extensive, with papers 13,30,37,48 providing extensive coverage from various viewpoints and Koski's 47 being a rigorous account of HMM's.
A problem of fundamental interest is to characterize the relationship between signals and signal sources; i.e., determining what we can learn about a signal from a given model of the source or vice versa. Signal models have been broadly characterized as either discrete or stochastic in nature. In case of discrete models the signal is generally provided as an exact algebraic representation, and the analysis is relatively straightforward. In case of stochastic models, it is assumed that the signal is a parametric random process, with its parameters being well defined. Generally Gaussian, Poisson, Markovian and Hidden Markov distributions of sources are used to model stochastic signals. We now describe simple situations where HMMs can be applied, followed by a description of the mathematical aspects of the model. A classic description of the situation where HMM is applied can be explained by a coin toss experiment in a restricted situation. 65 Let a person be tossing a coin, observing the outcomes and publishing the information as a series of H and T outcomes to another observer. The observer has neither any knowledge of the experiment, nor is (s)he able to view the outcomes of the experiment (the states of the experiment being hidden), but essentially gets information about a sequence chain. Although the sequence is a Markov Chain, but to the second observer it assumes a different meaning as the process is doubly stochastic; one level of stochasticity being due to the coin toss outcome itself (H or T ), and another level being due to the hidden experimenter, who introduces another level of uncertainty (the states become stochastic). The simplest case can be that the experimenter is tossing one single coin, such that we have only one unknown parameter and it is a two state model. Again the experimenter may be tossing two coins and choosing any one of the coins through some random event, maybe another coin toss. Then the number of unknown parameter is four, with two states each corresponding to a different coin. Similarly, the number of coins in the experiment can be increased and accordingly the number of unknown parameters increases. Note that this stochasticity is introduced only because the experimenter is "Hidden". This situation describes a typical scenario where an HMM is used. In practical situations the HMM easily translates to speech recognition, computational biology or gesture recognition problems. Figure 1 gives a schematic representation of a HMM. In the figure, S i are the various states, with S 1 being the start state and S 5 the end state. The a ij 's denote the elements of the transition matrix, which are actually the transition probabilities p ij between states i and j.
We now formally define an HMM. 
and are assumed to be time-homogenous (no nonlinear dependency on time). The transition matrix is a stochastic matrix defined by T = (p i|j ) not have the same cardinality. The two random variables X and Y , for any fixed n, are related by a conditional probability distribution
We define a matrix E = e j (k)
J,K j=1,k=1 as the emission probability matrix. This is again a stochastic matrix with e j (k) ≥ 0 and K k=1 e j (k) = 1.
(III) Conditional Independence: This condition assumes that the emitted symbols are conditionally independent for the state sequence. Given a sequence of states j 0 , j 1 , . . . , j n , the probability of the sequence o 0 , o 1 , . . . , o n is mathematically expressed as
Using these assumptions, we can formulate a definition of the joint probability distribution of the symbols and the states o 0 , . . . , o n and j 0 , . . . , j n as
Summing over all possible paths of the state sequence, we get
This implies that the finite dimensional distributions of the observable random process are fully specified by the choice of (i) the two stochastic matrices for transition probability and emission probability, and (ii) the initial distribution. So the model can be compactly represented as λ = (T, E, π(0)). Given an observation sequence o = o 0 , . . . , o n , which is doubly stochastic and Markovian in nature, a complete model can be specified if we know the state transition probability matrix T , state symbol distribution probability matrix E, and initial distribution π(0) specifying the state at the start. So for an arbitrary sequence the probability of the sequence o having this structure, given a model λ, is
. . .
where
Biological applications of these results are discussed in Sec. 5. Let us now classify the three generic types of problems an HMM can model.
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Problem 1: Given an observation sequence and a model, how to efficiently compute the probability of the observation sequence. This is also called the evaluation or scoring problem. Mathematically, it deals with computational complexity. The probability expression involves a summation over J (n+1) possible sequences, and the order of computation is O(2(n + 1)J (n+1) ). This is reduced to a solvable problem by the Forward Backward algorithm, which we discuss in Sec. 4.2.
Problem 2:
Given an observation sequence and a model, how to compute a state sequence, which best explains the observations. This problem is called the alignment or decoding problem. Mathematically, this reduces to finding an optimal sequence j * 0 , . . . , j * n , which maximizes P (X, Y, λ). This is solved by the Viterbi algorithm, which we discuss in Sec. 4.3.
Problem 3:
How to adjust the parameters in a given model, so that the conditional probability of observation is maximum. This is called the training or estimation problem. It is not essential to have a straightforward solution for all cases. Generally the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm, a variation the Baum Welch algorithm, Maximum A Posteriori estimate, and Viterbi training are some of the methods applied. 65 We discuss these algorithms later, in Sec. 4.
In the following section we discuss the relationship between grammars and HMMs. Section 5 directly deals with the application of HMMs to various computational biology problems.
Algorithms for HMM
In this section we discuss the mathematical representation of each of the algorithms mentioned in Sec. 3, viz., Expectation Maximization, Forward Backward and Viterbi. We construct a very simple HMM and simulate a detailed numerical calculation for the forward backward algorithm in Sec. 4.2. We provide relevant biological examples, wherever it is simple and straightforward to represent.
Let us consider a five-state HMM, with the begin state being represented as state 0 and the end state as state 5. The other states are indicated as states 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively, and correspond to possible transition states. The model is similar to that shown in Fig. 1 , with the addition of one more state to represent all possible scenarios. We simplify the notations as much as possible neglecting mathematical rigor to make things easier to understand, and depict it in Fig. 2 . The figure can be thought of as representing a sequence motif. The state transition probabilities are represented as a ij and the emission probabilities as e k (A), where a ij represents transition probability from state i to state j and e k (A) is the probability of emitting character A in state k as explained in Sec. 3. We represent the transition matrix ing elements. We observe from the value matrix that no self transition is possible in either the end or start states, implying that neither can any state go back to the start state nor can it revert back from the end state. Note that only transitions between nearest states are allowed, and there is neither vertical or diagonal transition nor jumping of the nearest neighbor possible. Self transition in other states is, however, allowed. Although the matrix is not symmetric, but all non nearest neighbor terms are symmetric. Since the matrix contains a row and a column with all zero elements, it is a singular matrix and will always be so unless reverse transitions from end and start states is permissible. Let us represent sample states as follows:
The letters represent the possible emission symbols, while the numbers denote the corresponding probabilities.
Expectation maximization
EM, or Expectation Maximization algorithms, 26 form an important foundation of HMM's, where they are known in a modified form as Baum Welsch algorithm. EM algorithms have been used in statistical genetics for a long time. 53 They generally model situations with hidden variables, particularly in mixture models (parameter driven probabilistic models) and sequence analysis where part of the data is missing or unobserved. Generally the algorithm consists of two steps: (i) the E (Expectation) step computing the distribution of the hidden variables on the basis of the observed data and the estimated model parameters; and (ii) the M (Maximization) step calculating the optimized values of the parameters. We discuss here the mathematical foundation of EM algorithms and some selected applications. Interested readers may refer to the literature 12,47,61 for a more detailed coverage.
We base the analysis on a mixture model. Let there be two data distributions y = (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , . . . , y n ) and x = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . . , x n ), where y and x are the values of two independent pair of random variables Y, X. Here we consider x to be the hidden variable with probability P (X l = x j ) = α j , and y the observable variable with conditional probability
The aim of EM algorithm is to estimate θ in the situations where x is hidden and y is observable. Assuming the variables to be pairwise independent, we have
Rewriting the results in the framework of marginal distributions, we get for any element in X and Y
This probability distribution is called a finite mixture, while the distribution over α is called a mixing distribution. The likelihood function for y with relation to θ is thus
The Maximum Likelihood estimate or ML is
where the probability or the estimate varies on the parameter θ which is to be modelled. The computation of this estimate is not an exactly solvable algebraic problem, and numeric methods have been constructed to solve it. Using posterior probability we have from Eqs. (12) and (14) p
Expressing in terms of logarithms
Our target is to compute a lower bound on log p(y | θ) by estimating on θ ML . Assume that there is an approximation that we need to approximate θ a → θ ML . Normalizing Eq. (17), using the factor
Introducing compact notation in terms of an auxiliary function
The last term on the r.h.s. is the Kullback distance, and hence is ≥ 0. Therefore
If we estimate
. Thereby we improve on θ a because the likelihood is increased. The algorithmic steps can now be stated as follows:
Step M:
Convergence of this algorithm has been studied in Boyles et al. 15 and Wu et al. 86 The expression Q(θ | θ a ) can be further analyzed to derive cases that lead to unique solutions. Another approach to EM algorithm is in terms of free energy and the Boltzmann-Gibbs distribution, 6 with the function to be optimized being the free energy of the model in terms of a parameter like θ.
There exist various applications of EM algorithms to computational biology, of which we highlight some here. Let us now consider n sequences (say, fragments of DNA sequences) s l , all of length N + 1. Assume that all of them contain some special patterns called motifs (i.e., some particular arrangement of the nucleotides) of length W . Consider that (i) the exact position of the pattern in the fragment is not known, (ii) the pattern may be altered in a sequence, i.e., there are mutations, and (iii) there are no insertions or deletions. All sequences contain a single copy of the motif between two random sequences. We will mathematically model this situation to demonstrate the use of EM algorithm. An extensive survey of pattern detection in bio-sequences is provided in Brazma et al. 16 and Rigoutsos et al.
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Let us represent the position of occurrence of the pattern by a hidden random variable X, which is integer-valued, and the probabilities be denoted as 
. . , W − 1. These symbols correspond to the letters in the sequence. We have
The random sequence (Y t , . . . , Y t+W −1 ), along with the probability distribution, is called a motif of length W . The distribution
defines a probability distribution for the motifs.
As we have represented the sequence and the motif as a three-part model, viz., one random part followed by a motif and then another random part, therefore we need to calculate the probability for the random parts as well. Let this be given by another probability distribution
(the separators denoting the three regions), the probability is computed as
The available information is (i) a training set of n sequences s (l) [(l) denoting the set l i ] with length N + 1, and (ii) motifs of length W . The hidden information is the starting position of the occurrence of these motifs. We have a mixture of probabilities
This is a mixture model with the random variables X and Y taking the forms
The problem is to estimate the parameters and optimize them, as in the E and M steps of the algorithm. This is done using the MEME 2,4,18 approach. This works with continuous replacement of motifs after identification, by applying a new mixture model each time. This method has a limitation in the sense that the motifs are not re-estimated. Application of EM algorithm to mixture problems monotonically increases the likelihood function, the algorithm converges to a local maxima of the function in most cases and get stuck there. This is a major problem in applying the algorithm to a multiple component mixture model. We discuss now a recent application of EM algorithms for the problem of multiple motif discoveries.
14 This demonstrates an improvement in the application of EM algorithms to mixture models, as compared to the MEME approach. The authors apply a recently discovered greedy method of incremental learning for Gaussian mixtures. 57, 82 The method fixes a stopping criteria or a limit on the desired number of motifs, and the learning proceeds on an incremental fashion until convergence. The algorithm selects an initialization for the parameters of a new motif by performing a global search over the input sub-strings, combined with a local search ing the input dataset of sub-strings, thereby reducing the time complexity of the algorithm. This approach, in contrast to MEME, is able to effectively fit multiplecomponent mixture models. This is achieved through a combined scheme of global and local search, which overcomes the existing problem of poor initialization of EM that frequently gets stuck on local maxima of the likelihood function. The procedure also does a better exploration of the dataset, resulting in the discovery of larger groups of motifs.
Forward backward
The Forward Backward algorithm is generally applied to the case of scoring a standard HMM. It also forms the mathematical basis for other dynamic programming algorithms used in sequence analysis, and was originally proposed for speech recognition problems. 10 The algorithm is actually a combination of two, viz., the forward and the backward algorithms. It is also referred to, in a variant form, as the Baum Welsch algorithm. 10 The algorithm is generally used to compute the likelihood of a given observed DNA or protein sequence.
Assume we have a model λ = (T, E, π(0)). Our problem is to calculate the simultaneous probability for a sequence of emitted symbols o = o 0 , o 1 , . . . , o N conditioned on the given model. Using Eq. (11), the probability is expressed as
Let us denote this probability by L N . Note that this expression has an exponential growth of operations in N in the summation. The forward-backward algorithm allows its evaluation in such a way that the computational requirement becomes linear in the sequence length L + 1. The idea is based on splitting the expression into a forward and a backward variable, as
The forward variable α is defined as the simultaneous probability of the emitted sequence up to time n ≤ N and of the Hidden Markov Chain being in the state j at time n. So α is defined as
Similarly the backward variable is defined for the other half of the time slice, as the probability of the emitted subsequence from time n + 1 to N conditioned on the model being in state j at time n. Mathematically,
The idea of the problem is to set up a recursive relationship for the two variables and follow with an iteration to solve the problem in the standard manner of dynamic programming.
The recursion relations are given as
and
The algorithmic steps are pretty simple and Koski 47 provides a detailed description.
Both these algorithms scale as O(n 2 ), thereby overcoming the evaluation problem.
The probability of the model being in state i at time t, given an observation sequence o and model λ, is given as
This reduces the exponential computational complexity of the original problem to one that is linear in sequence length. Let us now discuss the situation in terms of the HMM model formulated in Sec. 4, particularly with reference to Fig. 2 . We are essentially trying to determine 'how likely is a given sequence' to occur in case of a simple state transition. We illustrate a numerical approach to this problem, by finding the likelihood of a small sequence T AGA. The probability of the sequence needs to be calculated, given a model λ. One possibility follows the jumps 0 → 1 → 3 → 5. The probability is calculated from Eq. (9), using the matrices in Sec. 4, as
Practically we calculate the likelihood of the sequence T AGA by observing that we are trying to find the probability of the event that we are in state five, having observed four symbols. This is possible if we are either in state three and observe four symbols or we are in state four and observe four symbols, and in both cases transit to state five. This is the origin of the recursion, whereby we use the prior states to get the probabilities for the next states and move one step at a time. Using Eqs. (28) and (30) , and simplifying them, we have f 5 (4) = f 3 (4) × a 35 + f 4 (4) × a 45 , where f A (k) denotes state A upon observing k symbols. We know the symbols we are supposed to observe, viz. T AGA, and use this information and the boundary conditions to recursively calculate the probabilities. Here the boundary conditions are simple, f 0 (0) = 1, f 1 (0) = 0, f 5 (0) = 0, with their meanings being self-evident.
A likely sequence of steps is (i) going from state 0 to state 1 and emitting a symbol T , (ii) doing a self transition and emitting a symbol A, (iii) making Hidden Markov Models, Grammars, and Biology: A Tutorial 505 a transition to state 3 and emitting a symbol G, and (iv) doing a self transition and emitting a symbol A, before undergoing a transition to state 5. The other likely possibility is (i) going from state 0 to state 2 and emitting a symbol T , (ii) doing a self transition and emitting a symbol A, (iii) making a transition to state 4 and emitting a symbol G, and (iv) doing a self transition and emitting a symbol A, before undergoing a transition to state 5. The functions are evaluated as
and so on. The numeric values can be determined from the transition matrix and the emission vectors, which we show as states. The rest of the lengthy calculation can be done by repeating the process while using the recursion relations.
Viterbi
Viterbi algorithm 34 solves the problem of computing the probability of the most likely path in a model λ that generates a string S as well as the path itself. This belongs to a class of dynamic algorithms that solves the problem by backtracking along the state path. It works by gradually replacing calculations over all possible paths with those over the most likely paths associated with each sequence. An initial guess of the model parameters is refined by observation, thereby reducing the errors of fitting the given data using gradient descent for minimizing an error measure. The Viterbi algorithm can be considered as a special form of the ForwardBackward algorithm, where only the maximum path is considered at each time step instead of all paths. For each state in an execution path, the algorithm computes the forward probability of arriving at that state and the backward probability of generating the final state of the model. This optimization reduces the computational load and allows the recovery of the most likely state sequence. The amount of storage is proportional to the number of states, and the amount of computation to the number of transitions. So this algorithm works well for sequences having sharp peaks, like in the case of modelling protein families. However, for DNA sequences the results are not good because of lack of such sharp peaks. Viterbi learning and algorithm have been extensively used in probabilistic sequence analysis problems and profile HMM's. Computing the Viterbi path of a sequence is generally called the problem of aligning a sequence to a model. Its application to RNA structure prediction is described in Sec. 10 .
The algorithm makes a number of assumptions. First, both the observed events and hidden events must be in a sequence. Secondly, these two sequences need to be aligned, and an observed event needs to correspond to exactly one hidden event. Third, computing the most likely hidden sequence up to a certain point t must only depend on the observed event at point t, and the most likely sequence at point t− 1.
Generally the parameters in Viterbi algorithm come out to be very small, and the calculations are mostly done using logarithms.
The probabilistic information about a given sequence is given by the posterior probability, defined as
The alignment problem of HMM's can be solved by finding for each n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N the value of arg max 1≤j≤J π j (n | N ). Let us define
This measures the maximum probability along a single subsequence of states accounting for the first n + 1 ≤ N emitted symbols. The property of conditional independence of HMM can be applied using this expression, to get a multiplicative score for the sequence. Viterbi algorithm utilizes this idea along with the concept of backtracking from dynamic algorithm, to reconstruct the best possible state sequence from a series of probabilistic observations on a state sequence. The condition is given by the Bellman optimality principle
At each iteration for each state, the transaction from the earlier state with the best score is generated and the product is built up. This procedure yields the subsequence δ n (j), termed the survivor, and is denoted by ψ n (j) = arg max i=1,...,J δ n−1 (i) × p i|j . Viterbi algorithm provides a recipe to solve this expression. There are four major steps, consisting of start, recursive, termination and traceback states. 47 The start state is an initialization step. This is followed by a recursive state, where a state is calculated recursively in terms of its previous states and the surviving states are stored to build up a matrix of likely states. The termination state applies the condition to terminate a Viterbi walk. Finally, the traceback step reconstructs the path by adding up all the surviving recursive steps. A typical example of application of this algorithm is for parsing a query sequence into its component exons and introns. The probability that the model will produce a given sequence is also computed by the Viterbi algorithm. This represents determining the possibility that a given DNA sequence contains a gene.
The Viterbi algorithm, when applied to solve the learning problem of HMM's,
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is called the Viterbi Learning algorithm. In this case, an initial HMM model is chosen, and a probability matrix is constructed for state transitions either from known values or heuristics. The Viterbi algorithm is then used to align the sequence to the HMM. A set of statistical counts of the number of occurrences of states and transition is counted, followed by a relative frequency estimation, and the model is then recursively calibrated. The processes are repeated until the estimates converge. This provides an estimate of the model parameters for the maximum probability case. The parameters that are estimated include
• n i (k) = the number of times state i occurs in the alignment of the sequence;
• n i|j (k) = the number of transitions from i to j in the sequence alignment; and • m j|l (k) = the number of times the symbol o l is emitted in state j by the sequence.
Then n i (k), n i|j (k) and m j|l (k) are computed over all possible k, and the relative frequencies are calculated. We refer the reader to a good implementation of this algorithm at http://coen.boisestate.edu/ssmith/biohw/CompCode/Viterbi.txt, using Matlab.
Application of HMM to Protein Modelling and Sequence Analysis
Application of HMMs to computational biology problems is quite an active field of research and has been mainly concentrated to protein family profiling, protein binding site recognition and gene finding in DNA. 
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Gene-prediction HMMs model the process of pre-mRNA splicing and protein translation. A DNA sequence is the input and the output is a parse tree of exons and introns on the DNA sequence, from which the protein sequence of the gene can be predicted. This implies a correct labelling of each element in the sequence as belonging to either a coding region, non-coding region or intergenic region. The standard problems of HMM are solved using gene finding programs [see Sec. 6].
Profile HMM, 48 which is a generalization of profile analysis, 38 is a very important example of application of HMM to pattern finding problem in protein families. This model has its basis in the approximate common substring (ACS) problem, which tries to find out approximate common substrings in a set of randomly chosen strings. Biologically, these are the motifs in a sequence family and correspond to the strongly conserved regions. However the motifs may not be exactly identical, and the probability of point (single nucleotide) mutation exists. This model does not incorporate insertion and deletion, and this is where the HMM provides a better modelling. Biological sequences being very prone to insertion and deletion, the HMM appears to be a better model in mapping motifs in a sequence family. Extensive studies have been done by Krogh et al., 49 on the globin protein family, for finding motifs by applying HMM. Profile models are designed to detect distant similarities between different DNA sequences along the evolutionary chain. This tries to model the biological proposition of sequence similarity in an evolutionary hierarchy. An example of HMM architecture to model this situation is shown in Fig. 3 . It has a simple left-to-right structure in which there is a repetitive set of three states, depicted as match (M), delete (D), and insert (I) in the figure.
The match state corresponds to a consensus amino acid for this position in the protein family. The delete state is a non-emitting state, and represents skipping this consensus position in the multiple alignment. The insert state models the insertion of any number of residues after this consensus position. The standard problems of HMM's are overcome mainly by using the profile HMM modelling programs [see Sec. 6]. Meta-MEME 3,5 is a software toolkit for building and using motif-based HMMs of DNA and proteins. The input to Meta-MEME is a set of similar protein sequences, as well as a set of motif models discovered by MEME. Meta-MEME combines these models into a single, motif-based HMM, and uses this to produce multiple alignment of the original set of sequences and to search a sequence database for homologs. The HMM's generated by Meta-MEME's differ from those produced by SAM and HMMER in the sense that the former are motif-based. The toolkit consists of five primary programs for doing five different types of jobs. There are other utility programs, including a converter to change a Meta-MEME linear HMM into an HMMER format. Meta-MEME has been tested on SunOS, Solaris, DEC Alpha and SGI Irix systems. All code is written in ANSI C and can be easily ported to other systems. Matlab is a versatile mathematical modelling tool, and there exist various extensible libraries that can be added to it as toolkits. A freely available toolbox with Matlab (http://www.ai.mit.edu/∼murphyk/Software/HMM/hmm.html) supports inference and learning for HMMs with discrete, Gaussian, or mixture outputs. The Gaussians can be full, diagonal, or spherical (isotropic). It handles discrete inputs, while the inference routines support filtering, smoothing, and fixedlag smoothing.
Databases and Softwares for HMM
The HTK toolkit (http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk/ ) is also a useful tool. Although the code is copyrighted by Microsoft, the toolkit is freely downloadable, the latest version being 3.2.1. HTK toolkit consists of a set of library modules and tools available in C source form. The distributed version of HTK works on Solaris, IRIX, HPUX, Linux, Windows 2000 and NT. The tools provide facilities for speech analysis, HMM training, testing and results analysis. The software supports HMM's using both continuous density mixture Gaussians and discrete distributions, and can be used to build complex HMM systems. The toolkit is primarily targeted to the speech recognition problem domain, but has also been used for sequence analysis.
GENSCAN is another HMM based sequence analysis tool that is used for the identification of complete exon/intron structures in genomic DNA's.
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The GENSCAN Database and webserver are now maintained at MIT 510 S. Mukherjee & S. Mitra (http://genes.mit.edu/GENSCAN.html), and it is freely available for academic use. Executables are currently available for the following Unix platforms: Sun/Solaris, SGI/Irix, DEC/Tru64 and Intel/Linux.
Preliminaries from Grammars
All formal languages have a grammar, which defines the production rules of the language. Language grammars have been applied to computational biology, 6 particularly to the RNA folding problem. The whole biochemical behavior of a protein depends upon the three dimensional configuration it converges to, taking into account local interactions between atoms and molecules within itself as well as in the surrounding media. This is also termed protein folding, and involves the 3D tertiary structure. While the primary structure is represented as 1D sequence of amino acids, the secondary structure is typically 2D. Given a defined alphabet with a set of some predefined symbols, and a set of production rules defining how the alphabets in the language combine, one can generate all possible expressions supported by the language. Thus expressions not obeying the legal rules of the language can be discarded. Grammars can be applied to RNA's and DNA's, because they have a well-defined alphabet consisting of the four nucleotides. The possible combinations observed can give us an idea of the production rules in the language of the nucleotides.
Alphabets are defined as a finite, non-empty set of symbols usually written as Σ. An example may be the set of binary alphabets Σ = {1, 0} or the set of nucleotides Σ = {A, C, T, G}. A combination of these alphabets is called a string or word, like 001111 is a string for the binary alphabets and AACT GGA is a string for the nucleotides. The empty string is defined as a string with no symbols and is denoted by ε. We denote Σ * as the set of all possible strings from the set Σ, and this is generally not finite. A language L is defined as a subset of the set Σ * . Any language follows a set of rules for production of strings, by concatenating the alphabets in the set. The production rules give us the power to parse a string and check whether or not it is a valid member of the language. We provide here a brief introduction to formal language theory and types of grammars. Hopcroft et al. 41 and Harrison 40 give a good coverage on the subject.
We will use results from computational linguistics, as discussed in Robert 69 and
Wetherell.
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A formal grammar for a language is usually defined as a four tuple G = (V, T, R, S). Here V represents the set of variables, also called non-terminals or syntactic categories, and each variable represents a language or a set of strings. T denotes the terminals or the finite set of symbols that forms the string. R represents the production rules that give a recursive definition of the language, with the production symbol being →. S is the start symbol, which is a variable that represents the language being defined. Productions are further defined as consisting of a variable called head, and a string of zero or one terminal symbols called body. Let us consider a simple example.
Palindromes are strings that read same from both ends, such as AAT AA or T T AAT T , etc. Palindromes have interesting applications in RNA structure determination. Let us consider the alphabet set {A, T }. Denoting the palindrome by X, the production rules (R) will be
The grammar G is G = ({X}, {A, T }, R, X) . Any language L = L(G) is said to be generated by the grammar G. The term "context-free" comes from the feature that the variable A can always be replaced by a, in no matter what context it occurs. CFG's are important because they are powerful enough to describe the syntax of programming languages, and almost all programming languages are defined via CFG's. These are also simple enough to allow the construction of efficient parsing algorithms which, for a given string, determine whether and how it can be generated from the grammar. They can be typically expressed in Chomsky Normal Form (CNF). Because of the simple form of production rules in CNF grammars, this normal form has both theoretical and practical implications. For instance, given a CFG, one can use the CNF to construct a polynomial-time algorithm, a which decides whether a given string is in the language represented by that grammar or not. CSG's have productions of the form βAδ → βγδ. If S is the start symbol then the rule S → ε is allowed, provided S does not occur on the right hand side of any other production rule. A typical example is copy language, of the form xxyzxxyz, where a string is split into two substrings which are exact copies of each other. REG's have productions of the form βAδ → γ.
RG's generally show short range dependencies and hence are good models for HMM's; CFG's represent nested and long range dependencies and hence can model RNA's; CSG's show crossing dependencies while REG's demonstrate all type of dependencies. Figure 4 summarizes these relationships. Let us consider the sequence of events of a regular grammar generating a string. Suppose we need to generate the string GCGCGCTG. The production rules will be
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Proceeding from the start symbol we generate
There are three possible expansions. Considering the first one, we get
This is a valid string in the language defined by the above production rule. Considering the second possibility, we generate
Similar patterns will be generated for the other cases. Diagrammatic representation of derivation is often provided graphically, in terms of a construct called parse tree.
A derivation "⇒" represents zero or more derivation steps "→", and they can be leftmost or rightmost derivations depending upon whether one always replaces the leftmost or the rightmost variables by one of its production bodies.
A parse tree shows how the symbols of a terminal string are grouped into substrings belonging to the language of the grammar. Let G = (V, T, R, S) be a grammar. The parse trees for G are trees with the following conditions:
(1) Each interior node is labelled by a variable in V . (2) Each leaf is labelled by either a variable, a terminal or ε. However if the leaf is labelled by ε, then it must be the only child of its parent. (3) If an interior node is labelled Y and its children are labelled
The yield of a parse tree is a string, that we get by concatenating its leaves by looking from the left. This is a terminal string such that all its leaves are either labelled with a terminal or ε. Parse trees are very important for RNA's and this is discussed in Sec. 10. Algorithms can be constructed to solve various categories of problems with parse trees. However, all the algorithms do not have exact or finite solutions.
Grammars and HMMs
Grammars constitute a very natural model for biological sequence analysis, as they can be very easily represented as strings. HMM's are mainly restricted to modelling local interactions and cannot map long range correlations. Grammars provide the formalism for doing that. Although it is possible in principle to construct any sequence from the alphabet set, yet nature allows only a reduced set and grammars provide rules for these allowed sentences from the base alphabets. Generally palindrome grammars are applied for modelling the structure in RNA palindromes. Recursive palindromes are used to map repeats in DNA, and secondary stem structure of RNA. 56 Context sensitive copy languages are used to model DNA direct repeats. This relationship is depicted in Fig. 4 . We will not discuss the string variable grammar formalism any further, but concentrate on stochastic context free grammars (SCFG's). These are a natural extension of HMM's for higher order correlations in sequences. HMM's can be viewed as a stochastic version of regular languages, and SCFG's as a stochastic version of context-free languages.
42 Table 1 lists an explicit mapping between HMM's and SCFG's. SCFG's have been mainly used to model nested correlation in RNA secondary structure. One of the main problem of using SCFG is the absence of efficient algorithms and the intense computational requirements of the existing ones. An application of SCFG's to RNA structure prediction is described in detail in Sec. 10. Let G be an SCFG in which all production rules a → b are assigned a probability P G (a → b), such that the sum of probabilities of all possible production rules from any non-terminal is 1. The corresponding stochastic grammar defines a probability distribution over the set of finite strings over the finite alphabet Σ. The probability P G (s) of G generating string s is the sum of the probabilities of all possible derivation of s from a start symbol. The probability of a derivation is given by the product of the probabilities of all the derivation rules in the derivation sequence. The corresponding SCFG can be transformed to an equivalent SCFG in CNF. The problem of finding P G (s) can be solved by the Inside Outside algorithm, while the most likely parse of s in G is determined by the Cocke-Younger-Kasami (CYK) algorithm. These are explained in Secs. 9.1 and 9.2. involve polynomially bound algorithms, and hence are solvable. For the SCFG, the alignment problem for SCFG is modelled using the CYK algorithm, the scoring problem is handled using the Inside-Outside algorithm, and the training problem is modelled using the EM algorithm. Table 2 lists the maps between different algorithms for the HMM and SCFG.
Algorithms for Grammars
In this section, we outline two of the widely used and generalized algorithms for SCFG's, viz., Inside Outside and Cocke Younger Kasami.
Inside outside
The most popular algorithms for the estimation of the probabilities of a context free grammar are the Inside Outside algorithm and the Viterbi algorithm, both employing Maximum Likelihood approaches. The difference between the logarithm of the likelihood of a string and the logarithm of the likelihood of the most probable parse of a string is upper bounded linearly by the length of the string and the logarithm of the number of non-terminal symbols.
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The use of the Inside Outside algorithm for the estimation of the probability distributions of stochastic context free grammars in language modelling is restricted, due to the time complexity per iteration and the large number of iterations that are needed to converge. 54 Its application to RNA structure prediction is described in Sec. 10. Let us now develop the steps of this algorithm. We will consider a CNF SCFG with N different nonterminals S 1 , . . . , S N , where the start terminal is denoted by S 1 . The production rules are of the form W x → W y W z and W x → a, where a is a terminal symbol and W i 's are nonterminals. Using Eqs. (6)- (7), the transition and emission probabilities for these productions are p x (y, z) and e x (a). We consider the sequence o = (o 1 , o 2 , . . . , o L ) .
The Inside algorithm calculates the probability of a sequence defined by an SCFG. The probability α(i, j, x) of a parse subtree, rooted at the nonterminal The Outside algorithm does the same thing from the other end of the sequence. Here we consider the probability β of a complete parse tree rooted at the start nonterminal for the complete sequence o, excluding all parse subtrees for the sequence o 1 , o 2 , . . . , o j rooted at the nonterminal W x over all x, i, j. The Outside algorithm recursively walks its way inward from the largest excluded subsequence, while the Inside algorithm walks its way outward from the smallest subsequence. The complexity orders are the same as that in the Inside algorithm. The Inside and Outside variables can be used to re-estimate the probability parameters of an SCFG by the EM algorithm. 
Cocke-Younger-Kasami
The CYK algorithm 43 deals with the parsing problem for CFG's. It determines whether a given string can be generated by a given context-free grammar and, if so, how it can be generated. The standard version of CYK can only recognize languages defined by context-free grammars in CNF. Although CYK can be extended to parse grammars that are not in CNF in some cases however, the algorithm then becomes much more complicated. 19 The application of CYK algorithm to RNA structure prediction is highlighted in Sec. 10. Now we describe the CYK algorithm steps for a CFG in CNF. Let G be a CFG in CNF, and L be the language generated by G. Let n be the number of alphabets or grammar symbols of G, denoted as RNA modelling, in comparison to that for HMM, is considerably underdeveloped. This is mostly because the algorithms are much more difficult and their convergence properties are not good. It requires huge amount of computational resources to calculate RNA folding, and is generally done using supercomputers. RNA databases are also not that widely available or maintained like (say) the gene or the protein databases, since wet lab work with RNA is comparatively a more difficult subject. The best place to search for information about RNA databases and software is RNA world at IMB, Jena (http://www.imb-jena.de/RNA.html). Some of the RNA databases include RNase P sequence/structure database at University of Indiana, Group I intron structures at University of Colorado, rRNA WWW server at University of Antwerp, RDP, the Ribosomal Database Project at Michigan State University, 16s RNA structures at University of Colorado, 23s RNA structures at University of Colorado, RNA editing website at UCLA, Physarum mitochondrial RNA editing at University of Texas at Dallas, and RNA Secondary Structures at the Gutell Lab. at University of Texas, Austin.
A comprehensive package of softwares for modeling of RNA (http://www. genetics.wustl.edu/eddy/software/ ) has been developed by Eddy et al. at Washington University. The packages available include ATV, RESEARCH, Infernal, TRANASCAN-SE, QRNA, RNABOB, PKNOTS and NCRNASCAN. All these softwares are available free of cost and are downloadable. The packages mostly run on UNIX and Linux environments. They are mostly C library routines, which can be used as plugins in structure manipulation and prediction algorithms. These algorithms use SCFG and covariance model.
Another group of packages is based on maintaining an energy-based RNA folding server (http://www.ibc.wustl.edu/∼zuker/rna/form1.cgi). Folding of RNA is done using a related method that utilizes thermodynamic information, instead of base identity statistics.
Conclusion
The aim of this tutorial has been to provide an insight into the use of HMM's and Grammars to biological problems, mostly for sequence analysis, pattern discovery and structure modelling. We have tried to show how the grammar formalism is a natural extension of the HMM, for cases where stochasticity is introduced in the process. Biological problems have been shown to follow both the models, depending on the variables in the problem. Algorithms for solving these have been discussed, along with problems regarding exact solutions and their approximations.
There remain many open problems, like the incorporation of structural information into HMM formalism and construction of complex models. The biological problems, handled in the existing framework, are mostly simple in nature and a more precise modelling can be done using extensions of HMM's.
Grammars have been shown to be powerful generalizations of HMM's and provided good results for RNA structures. However, pseudoknots and other such structures have no known explanation in this regular framework. Different extensions proposed in literature generate approximate solutions to this problem. Higher order mapping in the form of Graph grammars can also be a very important field of investigation. The graph grammar formalism may provide clues to problems in long range correlation, as well as higher order structures in proteins and other biological structures.
An extensive amount of research has been done in the field of computational analysis and approximate solutions for algorithms, but much more work is still needed before the huge biological data sets can be properly mapped. Biological data analysis for pattern search will also benefit from discovery of long range correlation mechanism, thereby throwing new light on unknown structures and behavioral patterns.
We hope this tutorial will provide biologists a rigorous and complete introduction to HMM's and Grammars, while giving a concise idea of applying machine learning techniques to biological problems.
